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Abstract: Exciton coupling between two or more chromo-
phores in a specific environment is a key mechanism
associated with color tuning and modulation of absorption
energies. This concept is well exemplified by natural photo-
synthetic proteins, and can also be achieved in synthetic
nucleic acid nanostructures. Here we report the coupling of
barbituric acid merocyanine (BAM) nucleoside analogues
and show that exciton coupling can be tuned by the double
helix conformation. BAM is a nucleobase mimic that was
incorporated in the phosphodiester backbone of RNA, DNA
and GNA oligonucleotides. Duplexes with different backbone
constitutions and geometries afforded different mutual dye
arrangements, leading to distinct optical signatures due to
competing modes of chromophore organization via electro-
static, dipolar, π–π-stacking and hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions. The realized supramolecular motifs include hydrogen-
bonded BAM–adenine base pairs and antiparallel as well as
rotationally stacked BAM dimer aggregates with distinct
absorption, CD and fluorescence properties.

Introduction

The programmable nature of Watson–Crick base pairing in
DNA offers precise control over the arrangement of
chromophores and nanometer-scaled objects for the design
of intelligent materials, with functions beyond the storage of
genetic information. Fluorescent nucleoside analogs[1] that
retain hydrogen-bonding properties or provide enhanced π–
π-stacking abilities enabled the investigation of RNA/DNA
folding landscapes, ligand and protein interactions, the
detection of RNA modifications, and have found applica-
tions as fluorescent hybridization probes. For example, the
merocyanine thiazol orange was extensively used as base
surrogate[2] and formed the basis for forced intercalation

(FIT) probes[3] and FRET-based RNA “traffic lights”,[4] and
its fluorogenic behavior was also exploited in the Mango
family of light-up aptamers.[5] The incorporation of multiple
chromophore units into nucleic acids has previously enabled
the precise arrangement of e.g. polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (including naphthalene, phenanthrene, pyrene),[6]

biphenyl,[7] binaphthyl,[8] tetraphenylethylene,[9] perylene
bisimides,[10] cyanines,[11] squaraines,[12] porphyrins[13] and
other dyes for the design of novel functions.[14] For example,
Cy3 and Cy5 were covalently incorporated via alkyl linkers
in DNA duplexes and shown to cause the proximity-induced
formation of J- and H-like aggregates.[15] Cofacial π–π-
stacking into H-aggregates is also a common feature
observed for dipolar merocyanines driven by electrostatic
dipole-dipole interactions that has been utilized for the
formation of defined self-assembled dye stacks,[16] extended
supramolecular polymers,[17] and the stepwise folding of
merocyanine peptide foldamers in solvents of low
polarity.[18] Here, we investigated the interactions of mer-
ocyanines (MC) with barbituric acid acceptor groups in the
aqueous environment, by incorporation as nucleobase ana-
logues in three different nucleic acid backbones, namely
RNA, DNA and GNA (Figure 1a). Glycol nucleic acid
(GNA) is an artificial nucleic acid with nucleobases con-
nected to a 1,2-propanediol phosphodiester backbone,
capable of forming antiparallel Watson–Crick base-paired
duplexes with high thermal stability.[19] The helix geometry
of GNA duplexes is distinct from canonical A- and B-form
nucleic acids,[20] with a rise of 3.8 Å/bp and 16 bp/turn, in
contrast to 2.6 Å/bp (11 bp/turn) in A-form RNA and 3.4 Å/
bp (10 bp/turn) in B-form DNA. We provide a side-by-side
comparison of the three double-helical supramolecular
elements[21] containing the same sequence but differing in
their backbone constitutions. Replacing only the nucleobase
by the chromophore but maintaining the nucleosidic back-
bone enabled us to study how the assembly and MC
dimerization are governed by the structure of the antipar-
allel nucleic acid duplexes. We found that the degree of
exciton coupling in MC nucleic acids, as well as the
magnitude of folding-induced fluorescence activation or
deactivation are not only a result of the different backbone
conformations of the RNA, DNA or GNA double helix, but
also depend on the relative position of the MC in the nucleic
acid sequence (downstream, upstream or directly opposite
the second MC).
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Results and Discussion

Concept

We used the barbituric acid merocyanine (BAM) 1[22] as
nucleobase surrogate, inspired by its structural similarity to
indolenine-derived hemicyanines described for the fluoro-
genic detection of natural 5-formylpyrimidine nucleotides in
DNA and RNA,[23] and by previous[24] and recent[25] research

on hydrogen bond-directed supramolecular assemblies of
dipolar barbituric acid merocyanines. Here we designed and
synthesized the ribonucleoside (rBAM) 2, 2’-deoxyribonu-
cleoside (dBAM) 3, and the acyclic (S)-glycol nucleoside
analog (gBAM) 4 (Figure 1b). Their incorporation into the
nucleic acid phosphodiester backbones of RNA, DNA or
GNA, respectively, should result in a hybridization-compe-
tent orientation of the barbituric acid head group for
hydrogen bonding interactions upon duplex formation. A
Watson–Crick like base pair with adenosine (Figure 1c) or a
pyrimidine-pyrimidine base pair with a second BAM residue
(Figure 1d) would orient the chromophores towards the
major groove. Alternatively, rotation around the glycosidic
bond may orient the hydrophobic indolenine part towards
the center of the helix to facilitate π–π stacking with
neighboring nucleotides and the formation of H-type
dimers, resulting in coupling of the transition dipole mo-
ments and split excited states. Such different orientations
produce distinct optical features (Figure 1e) that can be
observed by absorption and CD spectroscopy and inter-
preted according to the molecular exciton theory.

Synthesis

The nucleosides rBAM (2) and dBAM (3) were prepared by
condensation of barbituric acid β-D-ribofuranosides 5 and 6,
respectively, with the aldehyde 7, and were then converted
to 5’-O-DMT-protected 3’-cyanoethyl phosphoramidites 8
and 9 (Figure 2). The corresponding GNA analogue was
prepared from 1 by base-catalyzed epoxide ring-opening of
DMT-protected (R)-glycidol, in analogy to established
syntheses of GNA nucleosides,[26] and transformed to
phosphoramidite 10 upon treatment with CEP-Cl.

Figure 1. a) Monomer constitutions and helix conformations of RNA,
DNA and GNA. Side view and top view of 12-bp duplex models in ideal
A-form (RNA) and B-form (DNA) helix geometry, 12-bp GNA model
(according to pdb 2jja). b) Barbituric acid merocyanine 1 and the
rBAM, dBAM and gBAM nucleoside analogs 2, 3 and 4. c) Base pairing
with adenine. d) Competition between H-bonding and antiparallel
dipolar stacking of two BAM facing each other in a duplex.
e) Schematic exciton state diagrams for twisted (oblique) (left) and
antiparallel (right) MC dimers. S0 ground state, S1 first excited state, J
exciton coupling energy, f (f’,f’’,f’’’,f’’’’) oscillator strength of monomer
(and the respective dimers).

Figure 2. a) Synthesis of rBAM and dBAM phosphoramidites 8 and 9.
b) Synthesis of gBAM phosphoramidite 10. DMT-Cl=4,4’-dimeth-
oxytrityl chloride, TOM-Cl= triisopropylsilyloxymethyl chloride, CEP-
Cl=2-cyanoethyl N,N-diisopropyl chlorophosphoramidite.
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A series of BAM-containing RNA, DNA and GNA
oligonucleotides were prepared by solid-phase synthesis on
controlled pore glass (CPG) (Table S1). Standard phosphor-
amidites were used for DNA, and 2’-O-TOM protected
ribonucleotides for RNA. GNA was prepared in DMT-on
mode on phosphate CPG. Cleavage from the solid support
and deprotection was achieved under mild conditions with
aqueous ammonia at 37 °C for 12 h, followed by cleavage of
the terminal DMT group with acetic acid. Purification by
denaturing PAGE afforded free RNA and DNA with
terminal hydroxyl groups, and GNA oligonucleotides with
3’-terminal phosphate groups in high quality and good
yields. HPLC chromatograms and HR-ESI-MS data are
given in the Supporting Information.

Hybridization and Melting Studies

Complementary single strands were mixed in equimolar
ratio and the influence of rBAM, dBAM and gBAM on the
thermodynamic duplex stability of RNA, DNA and GNA
double helices, respectively, was investigated by concentra-
tion-dependent thermal melting experiments monitored by
UV absorption at 260 nm (Table 1). The GNA duplex
containing a single BAM:A base pair (G1) was only
moderately destabilized compared to the unmodified duplex
G0 (Tm reduced by 5 °C), and gBAM retained the ability of
mismatch discrimination similar to thymidine (i.e. further
strongly reduced Tms were observed when BAM was placed
opposite G, C, or T, see Table S4). In contrast, BAM:A base
pairs were more strongly disfavored in RNA and DNA
duplexes, resulting in 16 °C (R1) or 10 °C (D1) reduced
melting temperatures compared to the unmodified referen-
ces (R0, D0), and duplexes with mismatched BAM showed

similarly reduced Tms (Tables S2 and S3), indicating that
rBAM and dBAM do not maintain the optimal conforma-
tion for Watson-Crick base pairing. Interestingly, incorpo-
ration of a second BAM:A pair downstream (“after” the
first one, in R2a) or upstream (“before” the first one, in
R2b) was well tolerated and reduced the Tms by only 2 °C
compared to R1. In the DNA series, incorporation of a
second BAM in D2a and D2b even partially rescued the
drop in melting temperatures caused by the first BAM.
Surprisingly, the most pronounced stabilizing effect upon
MC dimer formation was observed when two dBAM
nucleosides faced each other in D2c, which had a Tm of
40.4 °C, which is only 3.2 °C lower than the unmodified
DNA. In strong contrast, G2c showed the lowest Tm in the
double-modified GNA series (11.6 °C lower than unmodi-
fied, and 3.8/7.3 °C lower than G2a/G2b).

UV/Vis Absorption and CD spectroscopy

To interpret these results, it is important to note that both
the hyperchromicity at 260 nm and the CD spectra in the
UV spectral range indicated that the double helical features
remained unperturbed or were only slightly perturbed by
the nucleobase surrogates. Watson–Crick base pairing in the
DNA duplex was further confirmed by recording 1H NMR
spectra, showing characteristic signals in the imino proton
region (11–14 ppm, Figure S1). The melting curves were also
monitored at 460 nm and the inflection points were almost
superimposable to the ones determined at 260 nm. This
observation reflects a high degree of cooperativity in the
duplex and indicates that the UV/Vis spectra reflect
chromophore interactions upon hybridization of the single
strands. The bisignate features of the CD spectra in the
visible range can therefore be attributed to the interacting
MC dyes, which are known to show geometry and distance
dependent exciton coupling upon formation of MC
dimers.[16a] Interestingly, the magnitude and the sign of the
Cotton effect varied significantly for the three different helix
conformations. While all three double-modified RNA
duplexes showed positive CD couplets of comparable
magnitude, the sign of the CD couplet switched with the
relative orientation of the chromophores in D2a compared
to D2b and D2c. In other words, the bisignate CD signal in
the DNA duplexes D2b and D2c showed opposite chirality
to the analogous architectures in RNA duplexes R2b and
R2c. This result may be rationalized by one possible
orientation of the chromophore dimer in the A-form helix,
which is characterized by a strong base-pair inclination and
deep major groove, while Watson–Crick base pairs are
essentially perpendicular to the helix axis in a B-form duplex
allowing more freedom for relative dye orientations. A
similar observation of inverted Cotton effects was previously
reported for thiazol orange incorporated via a threoninol
linkage into DNA and RNA duplexes.[27] In the GNA series,
the strongest CD effect was observed for G2a, while G2c
showed a negative CD couplet of smaller intensity and the
CD spectrum of G2b showed additional fine structures,
which are not easily rationalized in the absence of a 3D

Table 1: Melting temperatures of RNA, DNA and GNA duplexes from
thermal denaturation monitored by UV absorption at 260 nm.

No 5’-NNN-3’
No 3’-NNN-5’

RNA[b] Tm
[c] DNA[b] Tm

[c] GNA[b] Tm
[c]

S1 GATGATAGCTAG[a]

S2 CTACTATCGATC
R0 54.4 D0 43.6 G0 67.0

S1 GATGATAGCTAG
S3 CTACTAXCGATC

R1 38.2 D1 33.5 G1 61.9

S4 GATGAXAGCTAG
S3 CTACTAXCGATC

R2a 35.9 D2a 34.9 G2a 59.2

S4 GATGAXAGCTAG
S5 CTACXATCGATC

R2b 36.0 D2b 37.2 G2b 62.7

S4 GATGAXAGCTAG
S6 CTACTXTCGATC

R2c 39.2 D2c 40.4 G2c 55.4

[a] sequences for DNA series, see Tables S1–S4 for RNA and GNA. X
indicates the position of the modification (X= rBAM, dBAM, gBAM,
respectively). [b] Letter indicates backbone constitution. R=RNA; D=

DNA; G=GNA; numbers indicate number of chromophores in the
duplex. Lower case letters indicate relative direction of second X in
duplex: a=“after” (downstream), b=“before” (upstream), c=

“across”. [c] Melting temperature in °C at 5 μM strand concentration
in 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. Melting curves
and van’t Hoff plots for five concentrations (1–20 μM) are shown in
the Supporting Information.
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structure. Nevertheless, the trends observed in the CD
spectra are consistent with the UV/Vis absorption spectra,
which also showed orientation-dependent exciton coupling
in double BAM-modified RNA, DNA and GNA duplexes
(Figure 3).

At 80 °C, all duplexes were denatured and the absorption
spectra of the single stands resembled the BAM monomer
absorption in all cases. At 20 °C, the spectra showed
pronounced exciton coupling of two BAM moieties in the
A-form helix when they were oriented in the downstream
orientation R2a, but much less in the upstream orientation
R2b. A sharp absorption peak in R2a with a maximum at
436 nm was observed, which is blue-shifted by 30 nm
compared to the single strand. The spectrum also contained
a shoulder at shorter wavelength (415 nm) and a bath-
ochromically shifted second band at 473 nm of about one
third of the maximum intensity. At 40 °C, two bands
appeared of approximately equal height, consistent with a
Tm of 36 °C, at which 50% of the duplex is dissociated. In
contrast to R2a, the absorption spectrum of R2b at 20 °C
showed less separated bands, despite a similar melting
temperature, suggesting a different exciton coupling

strengths, which is also reflected in the smaller Δλ in the CD
signature of R2b (36 nm, compared to 56 nm in R2a).
Interestingly, an inverted situation was observed in the
absorption spectra of the B-form DNA helix: strong MC
coupling was seen in the upstream orientation D2b (showing
an absorption spectrum similar to R2a), while D2a was
comparable to R2b. In the GNA duplex, the chromophores
barely interacted in the downstream orientation in duplex
G2a, but duplex G2b again showed an enhanced hypso-
chromically shifted absorption maximum at 437 nm, which
disappeared upon thermal denaturation. This suggests that
the chromophores entertain dipolar stacking interactions in
G2b but not in G2a, which is also consistent with the higher
melting temperature of G2b.

The spectra of duplexes with chromophores facing each
other at opposite positions also showed drastic differences
between furanosyl and acyclic backbones (Figure 3c). The
UV/Vis spectra of the RNA and DNA duplexes R2c and
D2c indicated the formation of H-type dimers with a band
at 435 nm, and shoulders at 415 and 472 nm. In strong
contrast to these duplexes with native ribose backbones, the
spectrum of the GNA duplex G2c closely resembled the

Figure 3. UV/Vis absorption spectra (a)–(c) and CD spectra (d) of duplexes containing two BAM nucleosides. Left column RNA, middle column
DNA, right column GNA, a) downstream (R/D/G2a), b) upstream (R/D/G2b), and c) opposite (R/D/G2c) orientations. UV/Vis: temperature
dependent spectra between 20 and 80 °C, CD at 20 °C; all: 5 μM duplex in 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, d=1 cm.
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UV/Vis spectrum of the single strands, and showed only a
very small bathochromic shift (5 nm) upon duplex forma-
tion, which is consistent with the proposed hydrogen-bonded
almost orthogonal orientation in a BAM:BAM base pair
(Figure 1d left). This was further supported by comparison
with pH-dependent absorption spectra of the free BAM
chromophore, which revealed a pKa of 10.7, and showed
moderate solvatochromicity (Figure S2).

In covalent MC dimers[28] and Cy5-labeled DNA
scaffolds,[15b,29] spectral features similar to the ones observed
for R2a/c and D2b/c were attributed to partially twisted
transition dipole moments and combinations of excitonic
coupling and vibronic progression, and confirmed by time-
resolved spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations.
To gain deeper insights into BAM dimerization, geometry
optimization and simulations of the absorption spectra
employing the exciton-vibrational model[30] were performed
(details see Supporting Information).The simulated absorp-
tion spectra for the BAM monomer and for the geometry-
optimized dimer are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal absorption spectra at 90 °C (denatured to single strands)
and 10 °C (folded duplex), respectively (Figure 4). For the
dimer spectrum of D2c, a Coulomb coupling of 1100 cm� 1

and a Huang–Rhys factor of 0.61 have been applied. The
simulated dimer spectra with a wider range of coupling
energies are shown in Figure 4d, and are reminiscent of the
partially folded duplex states at increasing temperatures.

Fluorescence Studies

Incorporation of BAM into oligonucleotides and embedding
of the dyes in duplex structures afforded a notable increase
of the fluorescence intensity as observed for R1 (Φf=1.6%)
and D1 (Φf=2.9%) compared to the free BAM chromo-
phore (Φf<0.3%, see Figure S3, S4), likely due to restricting
the fast non-radiative decay of the excited state of the free
monomer.[2d,31] In particular for the duplexes containing two
BAM units, the absorption spectroscopic results are consis-
tent with a preferred orientation of the BAM chromophores
in which the hydrophobic indole part is rotated towards the
center of the RNA/DNA double helices, implying a syn
conformation of the glycosidic bond in rBAM and dBAM.
However, the presence of the adenosine in the opposite
strand and the sterically demanding methyl groups in the
indole likely prevent an ideal antiparallel orientation and
enforce a twisted MC arrangement, similar to what has been
previously observed for stacked thiazol orange dimers
resulting in red-shifted fluorescence emission upon DNA
hybridization.[2b] The twisted BAM:BAM dimers in D2c and
R2c likewise exhibit distinct fluorescence emission proper-
ties in the folded duplex state despite of their antiparallel
orientation and H-type coupling. Temperature-dependent
fluorescence studies (Figure S6) indicated a pronounced
increase in the dimer fluorescence intensity with duplex
formation upon decreasing temperature that can be rational-
ized by the rigidification of BAM in the self-assembled
architecture. Here we focus the discussion on D2c, but
similar results were observed for R2c, as well as for R2a and
D2b (Figure S6). As seen in Figure 5a, for D2c dimer
emission was observed at 540 nm (solid line) and a second
transition of lower intensity at 505 nm, which was also red-
shifted compared to the emission of the single-modified
duplex at 488 nm (dotted lines). The fluorescence quantum
yield of D2c was 3% (Figure S4), and an average
fluorescence lifetime of 0.8 ns was observed at 540 nm upon
excitation at 408 nm (Figure S5), while excitation at 477 nm
suggested the presence of an additional component with
shorter lifetime. The fluorescence liftetime of the single
strand was too short to be accurately determined by TCSPC
(<0.1 ns, see DS6 in Figure S5). The excitation spectrum of
the duplex was consistent with the absorption spectrum, and
a matrix scan of emission spectra at variable excitation
wavelength suggested that the duplex was essentially fully
formed in phosphate buffer containing 100 mM NaCl (Fig-
ure S7). In contrast, an equimolar mixture of the two
complementary single strands in deionized water showed
only emission of BAM monomers, but the emergence of the
fluorescent BAM dimer was induced by addition of sodium
chloride (Figure 5d, e). The NaCl-titration (Figure 5d, e)
exhibited a concentration-dependent increase of the excita-
tion band at 433 and the emission band at 540 nm, and a
simultaneous decrease at 470 nm (excitation) and 490 nm
(emission). The salt-dependent duplex formation was as
expected from the counterion condensation theory assuming
a mean uniform distribution of condensed ions along the
polyelectrolyte upon duplex formation. The spectra of the
BAM dimer compared to a BAM monomer in the double

Figure 4. Simulated absorption spectra (red) of BAM monomer (a) and
geometry-optimized antiparallel BAM dimer (b, without nucleic acid),
in comparison to experimental spectra (black) of single strands (D2c at
90 °C) and duplex (D2c at 10 °C). c) Geometry-optimized structure
(DFT) of antiparallel BAM dimer in the absence of any nucleic acid
environment. d) Simulated absorption spectra of BAM dimer with
different coupling strengths. Transition energy: Eg=21400 cm� 1, vibra-
tional frequency: ω0=1200 cm� 1, Huang–Rhys factor λ2=0.608, line-
width σ=780 cm� 1, maximum number of vibrational quanta: vibmax=7.
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helical environment of the DNA duplex motivated us to
probe the extent of chiral fluorescence dissymmetry in the
excited state by circularly polarized luminescence (CPL)
spectroscopy.[32] Indeed, a CPL signal with negative Cotton
effect was detected for D2c, with an anisotropy factor glum of
� 0.0066 at 505 nm, while the excimer band showed negli-
gible CPL. This observation might be rationalized by differ-
ently coupled BAM chromophores, i.e. the prevalence of
BAM dyes in an oblique arrangement (CPL active) and an
antiparallel arrangement (CPL inactive) as illustrated in
Figure 1e.

Interestingly, the fluorescence properties of gBAM-
modified duplexes differed significantly from the canonical
DNA and RNA duplexes. In general, the observed
fluorescence was significantly weaker, which we attribute to
a lower degree of rigidification of the BAM units by the
GNA oligonucleotide backbone. The GNA structure essen-
tially represents a helical ribbon that does not provide a
hydrophobic core for embedding of the dyes like in RNA
and DNA helices (compare structural models in Figure 1a).
Thus, with a quantum yield of 0.7%, single-BAM modified
G1 showed weaker fluorescence emission intensity than R1
and D1 (Figure S4). The GNA duplexes containing two
BAM units also showed weak fluorescence, and no strongly

pronounced red-shifted emission maxima were observed
(Figure 6). For G2a and G2c with essentially decoupled
chromophores a similar temperature dependence was ob-
served like for G1, i.e. a reduced fluorescence intensity upon
heating as expected due to enhanced motions at elevated
temperature (Figure S6). As a remarkable exception, for
G2b the fluorescence intensity decreased upon cooling, i.e.
hybridization, and this behavior was also observed by
titration with NaCl (Figure 6d). Thus, the spatial arrange-
ment of two consecutive BAM:A base pairs in G2b resulted
not only in the highest thermodynamic stability of all
double-modified duplexes, but also in a specific mutual
merocyanine arrangement for which the radiative rate is
reduced to a larger extent than for the respective RNA and
DNA counterparts.

FRET Experiment

Beyond the utilization of BAM-BAM interactions for
probing the molecular environment, the fluorescent nature
of the BAM chromophore within RNA and DNA may also
be utilized for fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) experiments. Toward this goal we here apply 2-
aminopurine (2AP), which is a well-established fluorophore
for RNA structure probing, but is significantly quenched
upon incorporation into DNA or RNA, and further reduced
upon hybridization.[33] The overlap of 2AP emission and
BAM absorption spectra allowed us to evaluate the FRET

Figure 5. a) Absorption (black), excitation (green), emission (blue) and
CD (red) spectra of D2c (solid lines) and D1 (dashed lines).
b) Schematic depiction of single- and double-modified DNA duplexes
used in (a). c) Circular polarized luminescence (CPL, black) and total
luminescence (blue) of D2c. Conditions for (a) and (c): 10 mM sodium
phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 20 °C. d) Initiation of
fluorescent BAM dimerization by titration of D2c (1 μM) in water with
increasing concentrations of NaCl. Excitation and emission spectra
(λex=420 nm, λem=540 nm) up to 300 mM NaCl. e) Normalized
intensity at 433 nm vs NaCl concentration (mean�s.e.m. of three
replicates). The red line represents a fit to a multi-binding site model
(xn/(kn+ xn)).

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent fluorescence emission of BAM-modi-
fied GNA duplexes G1 and G2b, schematically depicted as elongated
helices with attached chromophores. Emission spectra of a) single
gBAM-modified duplex G1 and b) double-modified duplex G2b show
opposite direction of intensity change (decrease vs increase). Con-
ditions 1 μM duplex in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0,
100 mM NaCl, 20 °C–62 °C. λex=420 nm. Insets: intensity at 490 nm vs.
temperature. c) Initiation of BAM dimerization by titration of G2b
(1 μM) in water with increasing concentrations of NaCl. Normalized
intensity at 490 nm (emission) and 470 nm (excitation) vs. NaCl
concentration.
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in three duplexes containing 2AP and BAM directly
opposite of each other, and one or two base-pairs apart
(Figure S8). As expected, the FRET efficiency decreased
with increasing donor-acceptor distance, which further
confirms that the self-assembly of the dye-labeled oligonu-
cleotides resulted in regular duplex structures.

Conclusion

In this work, we explored the barbituric acid merocyanine
(BAM, 1) as a nucleobase surrogate in RNA, DNA and
GNA oligonucleotides, and studied the formation of BAM
dimers in the respective duplex structures. The analysis of
three different relative chromophore orientations (after (a),
before (b), across (c) each other) in the three different
backbone constitutions allowed a comprehensive compar-
ison of local exciton couplings in nine structurally defined
environments. The results are schematically summarized in
Figure 7.

We found that the barbiturate head group of the
nucleobase surrogate BAM (1) maintains Watson–Crick
base pairing ability with adenine in GNA duplexes G2a and
G2b (as in Figure 1c). In contrast, the helical conformations
of RNA and DNA duplexes (R2a/b, D2a/b) favour chromo-
phore reorientations by rotation of the glycosidic bond to
maximize co-facial π–π stacking, allowing for dipolar exciton
coupling and the formation of fluorescent BAM dimer
assemblies with significant circularly polarized emission.
Similarly, the placement of two BAMs facing each other in
the duplex resulted in H-type dimer formation in DNA and
RNA (Figure 1d right for D2c and R2c), while the
orthogonal H-bonded orientation was maintained in GNA
(Figure 1d left for G2c).

Overall, we have established BAM as a nucleobase
analogue that features distinct optical properties in different
helical environments. Thus, BAM may find applications as a

fluorogenic nucleobase analog with a conformation-sensitive
wavelength shift. The emissive dimer formation is likely not
restricted to the DNA sequences used in D2c, but may be
more generally applicable, e.g. to monitor folding of intra-
molecular nucleic acid structures (e.g. when two BAMs are
placed at complementary positions in a stem-loop structure).
Indeed, similar bimodal fluorescence enhancement upon
exciton coupling as in D2c was also observed for D2b, and
for rBAM dimers in R2a and R2c, which displayed strong
exciton coupling in the absorption spectra (compare Fig-
ure 3 and Figure S6). The enhanced fluorescence emission
intensity of BAM upon incorporation into RNA oligonu-
cleotides and its spectral overlap with 2-aminopurine makes
BAM a promising fluorescent pyrimidine nucleobase ana-
logue for probing RNA structures and dynamics, compara-
ble to fluorescent cytidine analogues.[34] Moreover, our
experiments manifest the value of GNA as simple, program-
mable and predictable xenobiotic nucleic acid (XNA)[35] for
engineering exciton coupling and transport. The demon-
strated control over exciton coupling by the helical
supramolecular environment provides a starting point for
the elucidation of the photodynamic nature of larger BAM
aggregates in nucleic acids, and may stimulate their use for
photonic and fluorescent nucleic acid nanoarchitectures.
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The barbituric acid merocyanine (BAM)
is reported as a nucleobase surrogate
that forms hydrogen-bonded base pairs,
and antiparallel as well as rotationally
stacked dimer aggregates, with orienta-
tion- and conformation-sensitive exciton
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